The ABCs of
Marketing Without Money

1
Enterprise level marketing expertly adapted for Small Business

This is just the first alphabetical listing of tested practices built on the “Just give me the facts” viewpoint
which Jerry Fletcher, founder of Z-axis Marketing, developed over his 50 years of marketing experience.

Have you noticed how
everything you read
about marketing seems
to be about companies
that are vastly bigger
than yours?
Is it hard for you to find
resources that
understand the limited
funds and time you have
to build your business?
Over the years we’ve
learned how to take
enterprise level things
that work and sort out
the parts that can be
done with the limited
time and money
available to us “Little
Guys.”
We keep track of what
works and what doesn’t
with both old and new
technologies so that you
can get results instead
of headaches.
Michaelangelo’s David perhaps the best known of the “Little Guys” of all time.
The fact is that David was armed with a sling which, in his time, was the
equivalent of a rifle. He was a marksman. An expert. David could strike
repeatedly, accurately and without tiring.
His opponent, armed with sword, spear and shield depended on hand to hand
combat in massive battles to win. That lack of flexibility cost him his life.
Using the knowledge in these pages can make you more like David.
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Pick a letter, any letter.
Plunge in. You”ll find
fast facts, solid advice,
and secrets used by our
successful clients which
you can use to build
your business.

A

C

Ask. To find out why

Contacts. No business can

customers and clients purchase
your product or service to solve
thier problem, just ask.

launch, let alone thrive
without them.

If they keep putting you off, ask
why. If they aren’t ready to buy
now, ask when they anticipate
making a purchase. Change
your tactics and your timing to
match their schedule.
Ask what you might do to make
their experience more pleasant.
Acknowledge them and act on
their suggestions.

B
Brand. You are going to have

You need contacts to provide
funding, alpha and beta
testers, customers and
referral sources.
You can’t remember them all.
Early on select a Contact
Management System that you
and your staff can use. It will
pay dividends down line.
Often, customer lists are one
of your greatest business
assets

D

one whether you want to or not.

tested techniques to build
strategies and tactics that sell
and build your business.
Combine that old newspaper
coupon campaign with an on
line add-on redemption to cross
sell and up sell.
Digital media doesn’t replace
traditional media it supplements
it.

E
E-mail. It is still the most used
method of communication in the
history of mankind even though
texting is closing fast.
E-mail is not going away. Social
media has not repolaced it.
Whether you receive and
respond to it at your desk, on
laptop, tablet or smart phone
you need to optimize your use
of it.
Successful businesses know
when to use text or html. They
kow the day and time to reach
their prospects. Do you?

Digital. This is the age we
Watch out for charlatans that
say they can brand you with a
logotype and a slogan. Yes, you
need to have a mark that
people can identify but yuor
brand will bethe sum total of all
thier interactions with you, your
staff your customers and your
reputation.
Do your best but don’t believe
you can control all of it.

live in. It has given us a slew
of technologies that are truly
wonderous. Now, all the
techniques of Direct
marketing can be applied
more easily and with more
accurate measurement than
ever before.
You can use new low and no
cost technologies along with

F
Facts. You need solid
information as the basis of all of
your marketing decisions.

Each time you strategize you
need to understand the impact
of each selection you make.
You need to have a reasonable
estimate of how each tactic will
play out. Hard numbers. Stated
objectives. Methods to assure
the data is gathered, analyzed
and recorded for future
reference.

G
Google. It is the King Kong of
search engines in most of the
world but there are many other
ways to draw attention to your
products and services both on
and off line. Get your product
listed on Amazon where over
40% of product searches now
start.
Sync traditional and digital
strategy to be the best in your
market.

I

K

Images. Visual shorthand
references can enhance the
story you are trying to tell or
get in the way.

K-Factor. Used in viral
marketing to describe he growth
rate of websites, apps, customer
bases, video views etc.

When you use a photo of
person in any presentation
they should be looking at the
viewer or the product. Eyes
are he part of the face we
connect with before anything
else.

The usage is borrowed from the
field of epidemiology. It is
infrequent in marketing,
strategically desired but difficult
to accomplish. Video,
particularly humorous in nature
is most often successful.

Consider, too, the number of
visuals you include in an online approach such as a blog
or website.
Research shows that more
images actually reduce clickthroughs.

The formula:
i is the number of invites
sent by individuals (if
each sent five then i=5)

That means fewer sales.

c is the % conversion
each individual gets (e.g.
if one of the five converts
than c=20% or .2
k=i*c

H
Hook ‘em. That is the first
component of 30-Second
MarketingTM the formula that
replaces the much disliked
“Elevator Speech.” It answers
he question “What do you
do?” with a friendly
conversation instead of a tired
commercial.

J
Justify. That is what it is called
when you have all the type in a
document centered or flush left
or flush right or filling the lines.
For the greatest clarity use
Flush left, ragged right which is
the way this document ahs
been prepared.

L
Life Time Value. LTV as it is
usually noted is predicting the
average value of each
customer for as long as they
keep buying from you. It is the
secret to looking at income
versus the cost of acquisition.
Companies with better overall

service and products tend to
have higher LTV.
The equation varies based on
whether you sell B2B or B2C
and is dependent on the margin
in the initial and any follow up
sales.
Some products (like razors or
computer printers) are nearly
free because the refills are
extremely profitable. Successful
companies can afford mass or
individual promotions to get
those kinds of results.

M
Mission. This is not your
vision for the future of your
company. Mission is not your
goals or objectives. Mission is
not something you are going
toward or even something you
are trying to become.
Mission is what your company
is. It is why your company
exists.
Some examples:
Ÿ To untangle the money
knots in your mind
Ÿ To clear the fog and guide

you through a business
transition
Ÿ To morph enterprise level

marketing into low-cost
solutions for “Little Guys”

N
Name. Your company or
product name is a marketing
asset. It is your ambassador,
your promise that you will
deliver the value the
customer/client/patient is
looking for.
Your company or product
name should:
1. Be easy to read, pronounce
and spell.
2. Project and appropriate
image (in the prospect’s view)
3. Be distinctive yet easy to
remember.

for one reason: to generate a
response.
A really great offer gets you
higher return through more
leads or more traffic or more
sales at a lower cost. In my
view, the top three offers are:
1. Free Trial The customer gets
to try your product or service for
a period of tme at no obligation.
It literally removes the risk for
the buyer and allows you to use
the customer’s inertia for your
benefit.
2. Money-back Guarantee The
customer pays but if they are
unhappy they can get their
money back. This one removes
the risk and also uses customer
inertia to your benefit. (Fewer
than 2% of purchasers ever
bother to return something.)
3. Free Gift With Purchase will
outdraw a similarly priced
discount or price reduction.
Why? It is more tangible.

4. Be legally available (Trade
mark and URL)
5. Be able to stand the test of
time.
________________________
The most successful
professional service firms
use Founder’s names
________________________

P
Positioning. This is the

O
Offers. These are the deals
that speed the buyer through
the process. An offer is there

secret ingredient you need to
establish a solid foundation for
all your communications.
It gives you a basis for
everything you do: Networking
(in person or on-line), Speaking,
Writing, Teaching or interactive
internet activities.
Positioning is a Maximizing

Process. It establishes within
the mind of the prospect
Maximum Identification with
your product or service,
Maximum Differentiation from
competition and Maximum
Financal Return for you.
Your Positioning program
should make logical prospects
say:
“That’s for me!”

Q
Questions. Intelligent
queries are how you turn
Contacts into ContractsTM
You are in business to make
a profit and to do that you
need to make sales.
Getting someone to
purchase, regardless of the
type of business you run
means you have to
understand:
Ÿ The problem they are

trying to solve
Ÿ if they have control of the

checkbook
Ÿ When they are ready to

buy.
The better your questions and
the better you listen the better
you will be at closing sales.

R
Relationships. The key to
success in every business is
relationships. This is
particularly true if you are a
solopreneur or one of the
“Little Guys.”

S
Social Media. 7 Keys to
making it work for you:
1. Social Media Marketing is
a choice not a requirement.
Businesses that don’t actively
participate in social media
continue to profit. Some (a
few) are more profitable
because of it. If your
customers use it, you should
look at it.
2. Social Media Marketing is
getting more out of it than
you put into it. The time and
money you spend on social
media should be returned to
you at a profit. Break-even is
not a profit.
3. Social Media Marketing is
Involving. You can’t drop in
and out irregularly any more.
Consistency is required in you
want to get to trust.

4. Social Media Marketing
demands that you pay
attention. Once you start you
should not turn back. Even if
you discontinue active
involvement you need to
monitor the channels you were
involved with for any impacts on
your business.
5. Social Media Marketing is
word oriented. The major
channels (including You Tube)
all require reaction in words to
have maximum impact. Yes,
you can like or unlike
something but comments
generate more influence. And
search engines read words.
6. Social Media Marketing is
graphically oriented...kinda.
A photo or illustration or video is
hard not to look at. Appropriate
choices will increase readership
or viewership. But a picture is
not worth a thousand words.
7. Social Media Marketing is a
numbers game you can learn
to play. There is a body of
expertise about what works and
what doesn’t. The difficulty lies
in parsing the data for each
kind of business.

T
Test. Use what you know to be
true. Each time you try
something new, test. Capture
the data. Analyze it. Adapt your
next steps based on the results.
Test again.

U
URL. Those familiar letters
stand for Universal Resource
Locator. Most of us think of it
as our web address but it had
become even more.
It has not replaced the
registered trademark but it can
be nearly as valuable. One
small client of ours sold just
their .com version for $16,000.
Before you finalize on a name
make sure you can get a URL
that is the same or close.
(Even if you have to pay extra
for it)

V
Vision. Vision is about
setting a place to get to. Even
if you’re a solopreneur, you
need to set your sites.
Incorporate these three
elements:
Core Values that reflect the
deeply held viewpoints of the
organization independent of
current industry, environment
and management fads.

Core purpose--the reason
the firm exists (The Mission
Statement)

X

Visionary goals which are
the objectives that you as the
firms leader want to pursue.
Vision is a milestone you want
the firm reach in the future.

Generation X. There were 51

Core Values and Purpose are
discovered.

million latch-key kids born
between 1965 and 1977.

Visionary Goals are selected
by you.

They tend to be more frugal
than generation Y or Baby
Boomers and tend to think of
saving more than spending.

W

Brand prestige alone will not
win them over. Get their
attention with facts. Go a little
lighter on emotional hooks. Talk
about price in terms of value.

Webinar. Just one more way
the new technologies have
made marketing easier... and
harder.
Too often presenters read
from slides that are full of
words the audience can read
faster than they are spoken.
Treat this more like a face to
face to be more effective.
3 secrets to make your next
webinar more successful:
1. Shorten the webinar to no
more than 30 minutes.
2. Open the lines early and
talk to the folks that “come in
early.”
3. Stick around as long as
folks want to ask questions.

Y
YouTube. The free video
channel. In order to make it
work for your marketing efforts
you must create content that
addresses your audiences
needs.
Create videos that are helpful
and entertaining:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

How-to’s
Expert Interviews
Step-by-step demonstrations
Live action
Narrated screen captures
A home page self intro

Jerry Fletcher’s strategic
marketing approach can
help you “take your
marketing up a notch”.

Z
Z-axis. I named my consulting
firm for a principle I discovered
before I hung out my shingle.
We judge businesses on the
standard x and y axes denoting
time and money.
But there is a third axis that
determines whether a new
venture will go up like a rocket
or down in flames.
Trust is the differential and it is
the third or Z-axis.

Jerry has made his mark
birthing new high-tech
companies in garages,
counseling the mighty in their
board-rooms, and working
with successful companies of
all sizes in conference rooms
and kitchens.
He has raised over $500,000
in private funding for a start
up in just 17 days, increased
the first quarter sales of a
consulting firm by over $1.2
Million with a single
suggestion, doubled sales in
a world class agency in a
scant nine months and
introduced over 207 new
products and services...
successfully.

Finding Marketing balance to get to Trust
in a complex world
Vision
Prospect Feedback

He provides Start-ups,
Professional Practices and
Small to Mid-sized companies
a unique skill set.
His knowledge of contact
management systems, referral
based marketing and the
complexities of internet
marketing blended with years
as the CEO of an ad agency
and PR firm plus experience as
the COO of a world class Direct
Marketing firm make him one of
a very few experts in both on
and off-line marketing.
Profit from his experience.

Perception

Free Resources:
www.JerryFletcher.com

Performance
Circle of Trust

Trust-based Marketing
that builds
businesses, careers and
lives of joy

Promotion
Persona
Position

on and off-line

Profitable Prospect
Viewpoint
Niche
32475 Armitage Road
Wilsonville, OR 97070
800 533-2893
503 694-5849

